) and] the HARP . . .; 2nd paragraph, line 13: et al., 2010) [and from small boats (e.g., 5m RHIB; S. Wiggins, pers. comm., 16 April 2013) ].; 3rd paragraph, lines 9-10: downloads to [compact flash]; line 12: requiring access to [compact flash]; lines 14-15: delete sentence "The hard drive runs for 6 s every 3 min when data writing is occurring." In column 2, line 2: little over [175 d]; line 6: battery life to [115 d]; lines 7-9: delete "and the efficiency of shutting down the hard drive between data writing sessions is lost so that it runs continuously to record the data flow,"; line 9-10: dropping battery life to [100 d (H. Cheyne, pers. comm., 12 April 2013) .]; 2nd paragraph, line 1: delete first sentence that refers to Table 3 which does not exist; line 4: The standard pop-up [compact flash stores 128 GB]; lines 7-9: delete sentence "The shift from hard drives to high storage capacity flash cards will take care of this limitation."; line 9: The HARP, which can sample at [320 kHz], has a much larger storage capacity ([5TB with loss-less data compression = 10 TB; Wiggins, pers. comm., 16 April 2013] ), than pop-ups; . . . . p. 39: In column 2, 3rd paragraph, line 8: information [about] the sounds; line 10: delete entire sentence starting with "Nevertheless . . ." and include C-PODs regularly deliver higher resolution information on the frequency for some classes of cetacean click than recording systems achieve. C-PODs operate very wide acceptance criteria as opposed to recording systems which, by virtue of their profligate use of memory, are forced to operate potentially overly narrow criteria of acceptance of sounds (N. Tregenza, pers. comm., 15 April 2013) 
